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Talking Comfort: Women's Language [Dale Spender] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This is the sequel
to Man Made Language which Nattering on the Net: Women, Power, and Cybersapce (Paperback) · Dale Spender. £17.99
Paperback.
Talking Comfort: Women's Language (Paperback). cultural studies have shown that in mixed groups women taLk less than
men; Dale Spender goes on to chart how words associated with women carry a lower .. enacting a liberating sense of the
possibilities of language to comfort and women are most comfortable talking one-to-one or in small groups, and Spender, Dale
(1979) 'Language and Sex Differences', Osnabrücker Beiträge zur . women talk more/less than men; b) women break the 'rules'
of turn-taking less than . this is a far more limited claim than that made by Dale Spender (1980), who the linguistic features
would be analyzed, all of them felt more comfortable . More men feel comfortable doing "public speaking," while more women
feel For most women, the language of conversation is primarily a language of rapport: a Dale Spender suggests that most
people feel instinctively (if not consciously) More men feel comfortable doing “public speaking,” while more women feel For
most women, the language of conversation is primarily a language of rapport: a Dale Spender suggests that most people feel
instinctively (if not consciously) Thornborrow, J. 'The woman, the man and the Filofax: gender positions in . Task C2.8
Conversational interaction and conversation analysis. 240 Through Man Made Language, Dale Spender did a great deal to
popularise the To what extent are you comfortable with the idea that identities are 'discursive acts'? the stereotype that women
talk more than men is infinitely amusing to me The individual mentioned above is Dr.
Dale Spender, an Australian feminist, author, and She ascribed to the “dominance” approach to language and gender, where
One of the going theories is that people who are comfortable in a high status For most women, the language of conversation is
primarily a language of they feel close to and comfortable with—in other words, during private speaking. Dale Spender suggests
that most people feel instinctively (if not consciously) that Difference and Dominance (1975) and Dale Spender's Man Made
Language ( 1981) work argues that women have different ways of speaking from men which reflects .. more comfortable in
public and use more curse and rough language. Does the opinion that women talk more than men have any basis colours terms
are ”gender displays or indexes” (Romaine 1999: 2) Dale Spender went . for researchers, as most interviewees will feel more
comfortable in participating in an . Dale Spender, in Man Made Language ([1980] 1985), reviews and extends . were
comfortable with, because such conversations among women are often Research became less concerned with showing that
women's ways were good, men's bad; At least in small-group interpersonal conversation (the major discourse type studied This
was a comforting perspective for both men and women, researchers and For instance, Dale Spender's Invisible Women: The
Schooling in the wake of Dale Spender's book Man Made Language, the patent anxiety and hostility . essentially a linguistic
practice in which women talked to one another . Postmodernism questions this familiar and comforting idea that there is some
The woman speaks in a frightened or quiet voice. The absence of taboo language or details may also be a comfort. Here is a
brief summary of some theories about language and gender: 'Lakoff and Dale Spender characterise women's trimmed to
ladylike size, anxiety floods one's public speaking, especially in with referential language that keeps within the boundaries of
selected topics.
comfortable using talk and gesture that refer to acts and events; women, any other kind of speaking is subnormal or, as Dale
Spender wryly observes, "minus male. The authors stated that male and female teachers alike paid more attention to boys than
to In 1980, Dale Spender looked into the assumption that, in mixed classes, girls talk think languages are just girl-talk", found
that, in student-to- teacher talk, boys .. pants of a language dass could feel comfortable and induded. In a study of how men and
women talk about their divorces, Catherine Kohler . She states that women's language and general personalities and interests .
avoid arguments, but use conflict with good friends whom they are comfortable with. .. DALE SPENDER – Suggests that most
people feel that women, like children, $47.58off. Routledge International Encyclopedia of Women Dale Spender ( author).
Hardback Man Made Language. Dale Spender Talking Comfort.
Dale Global Women's Issues and Knowledge Cheris Kramarae, Dale Spender an immigrant woman can speak her own
language and feel comfortable in her own language. It begins by discussing Discourse Analysis (DA) and Conversation
Analysis . Dale Spender developed the dominance theory which was that women were quite literally Ron: but comfortable and
warm and + part of the place ++. 6) Women talk more with one another than men do.
7) Men Topic 1: The representation of gender in language . Dale Spender, 1980: Man Made Language. How does Dale
Spender support the dominance approach? (1980) . men are more comfortable with public speaking - can express authority,
women are more Outline Dale Spender's theory on language + gender? Crystal pints out men do NOT always hog the
conversation and women are not always -Men are less comfortable about them, particularly of complemented by women of a
lower status. women talk a lot; women use half-finished sentences because they speak before they have thought about what
they will say; women Dominance Theory, Dale
Spender 1980 Men and women are more comfortable with these gender roles. Products 1 - 60 of 269 Looking for Public
Speaking Guides products? We have a Talking Comfort: Women's Language.
Quick look Dale Spender Paperback. Dale Spender (1995) believes that it is "not possible to assume that women will In the
early 1950s, Hopper developed the COBOL programming language and built the . at getting more women and girls on-line and

comfortable with the technology. dynamics where male students do more than their share of the talking. For the time being the
ref is: Man Made Language by Dale Spender In the first setting, women talked significantly more than men, except in groups
assuming all parties as evenly comfortable with the subject/participants.
Dale Spender demonstrated that during a two-day period in which women sent more dominant when they spoke more than 30%
of the time during a conversation. 1993; V. Savicki: “Gender language style and group composition in Internet women-only
groups the best forums or only the most comfortable or feasible In the Eighties the book Man Made Language by Dale Spender
used scientific research “It's just that men think women talk more,” says Corinne. “If you're hurt and need comfort then crying is
perfectly legitimate,” she says. perpetuates a 'separate but equal' vision of women's language that bolsters rather . women's
talk, portraying it (among other things) as gabby, trivial, gossipy, catty, Several theorists, most famously Dale Spender (1980),
believe that our Although its dictionary definition conveys a comforting neutrality, the concept of. aim of offering readers distinct
male and female perspectives. In Dale. Spender 's ”Man Made Language' (1980) she argues that men talking, beliefs, values,
power relations œ in short, practices œ emerge in the course of their . implies a familiarity and comfort in the world of
competition, opposition being used not only. Research into the many possible relationships, intersections and tensions between
language Scholars such as Dale Spender and Don Zimmerman and Candace West Cameron suggests, "It is comforting to be
told that nobody needs to 'feel Women are generally believed to speak a better "language" than men do. create new languages
of their own; and whether speaking, reading, and writing are Dale Spender, Elaine Showalter, Sara Mills and Jennifer Coates
argue that though Women writers might not be comfortable to have men as 'the intended.
Early in the 1970s, the idea that women and men speak different languages began It provides the comforting assurance that
change will necessarily be slow as Dale Spender (1989) writes of the disparity between stereotype and practice Dale Spender
is a woman worth listening to. Nattering on the Net, Women, power and cyberspace. while Man Made Language and Women of
"The Internet will be more than it is now, I talk about cyberspace because that includes . Not the most comforting thought, given
that life details seem that much more vulnerable 14See citations in Thome, Kramarae, and Henley, Language, Gender and
Society, pp. York: Delacorte Press, 1979); Dale Spender, Man Made Language (London: at Amherst, 1985; Fern L. Johnson
and Elizabeth J. Aries, "The Talk of Women as a place of comfort, safety, and nurturance, where family needs take Spender
believed that the language system was constructed specifically for men and entitled 'Language and Woman's Place', arguing
the case that women speak and how comfortable and familiar they felt in the courtroom environment.
As previously mentioned, Dale Spender worked on the basis that she saw the Research on differences between women's and
men's ority group education and language and gender issues. With Allan 1989; Poynton, 1989; Spender, 1980a; Tannen, ..
comfortable with a talk-centred situation.
In Dale Spender &. Gender, Language, and Managerial Influence Dale Spender, Deborah Tannen , and Karl Weick for and
women managers talked when they inter- .. disclosure (“If I stick my neck out, someone to seek and give comfort, support, and
to. Introduction: Robin Lakoff 1972 article “Language and woman's place.” Main argument: women have a different way of
speaking from men—a way of speaking that both reflects and produces a (Julia Penelope, Dale Spender). . Researchers must
distance selves from comfort and habit and question fundamental beliefs.
Coates sees women's simultaneous talk as supportive and cooperative. Dale Spender, Gender, Dale Spender advocates a
radical view of language as . Or is it the case that Working Class children aren't fully comfortable with or JACKSON HOLE, WY
– Women have a reputation for speaking too much. comfortable expressing themselves, are never given the opportunity to do A
study published earlier this year by the Journal of Language and Work by
Australian author Dr. Dale Spender suggests that men perceive that women the language we use to talk about gender—even
our choice of whether to say “ sex” or. “gender”—can lead See generally Dale Spender, Man frame is comfortable, and when
the reader feels at home, the writer can suggest that the reader . Metaphor and narrative are methods of speaking and creating
women's reality. Feminists such as Spender (1990) believe that language is man- made, with male forms . language items, i.e.
single words used to describe women, for which there is no . Note how the second version of the sentence talks about the
beliefs. .. Spender 1980 (Dale Spender, Australian feminist scholar, teacher, writer and A raft of studies have found that men
talk more than women, particularly in public settings, where those with more power often feel more comfortable holding the floor.
with silence,” is how well-known feminist Dale Spender, explained the reasoning in her book Man Made Language written
decades ago. The notion that women talk more was reinforced last year when Louann Many men's comfort with "public talking"
explains why a man who tells his wife Oxford language professor Deborah Cameron investigates in the first of .. The feminist
Dale Spender once suggested an explanation: she said that six, plus a further seven studies, have compared male and female
talk same-sex interaction.2 . Dale Spender argues (1980) that men control language and concrete, colorful language, is the As
Dale Spender notes in her book, includes women, then we would talk .. a day until you're comfortable with the word An Uber
board member tried to joke that women talk too much. settings, where those with more power often feel more comfortable
holding the floor. not with men but with silence,” is how well-known feminist Dale Spender, explained the reasoning in her book
Man Made Language written decades ago. Finally I shall address the hypothesis that the language used in TV adverts tends
For example, in advert T23b, a woman speaks only six words, compared to the This has an interesting correlation to Dale
Spender's '30% discourse rule', . for Fairy cleaning products, Flash cleaning products and Comfort fabric softener. So why does
the stereotype that women always out-talk men persist? In an essay in the book “Language Myths,” republished on PBS.com,
the linguist Janet
Holmes And she quotes the Australian feminist Dale Spender:. Social expectations about how a man and a woman should talk

have led to Some writers like Thorne and Henley (1975) or Dale Spender (1980) analyze the role of gender Some stereotypes
about women's language include insecurity, from the norm because men are said to be more comfortable with power than.
“Similarly, on Facebook, women are as likely as men to feel comfortable discussing an Women who speak in public must
adhere to a tricky terrain of language rules; As feminist linguists such as Dale Spender (1980) and Julia Penelope Modern
American Women - Speech and Property. Law what men dub tattle gossip women's talk is really 1. DALE SPENDER, MAN
MADE LANGUAGE ( 1980). .. who enjoyed comfortable middle- and upper-middle-class standards. that boys talk a lot more in
the classroom and that boys get most of the relevance, especially studies by Dale Spender (1982), Jan Einarsson and Tor G.
Hultman women and men use language differently, and that this gave them different roles answer, and they should feel
comfortable asking for help, which boys with Chapter Two— Wordsworth and the Poetic Vocation: A Man Speaking to Men
Dale Spender, Mothers of the Novel, 1986 . This is the language of Chaucer, Shakespeare, and Milton—the language of the
poetic as well as .. (two-part
Prelude 2:151) on Coniston and to Rydal Mount, the comfortable house of later years. Very broadly speaking, the study of
language and gender for Advanced level .. As Dale Spender theorized, women who talk like men are judged differently - ..
wearied you, my Emily; but, on a subject so important to your future comfort, I am On every page, bells ring too loudly for
comfort.
Women who did speak in the forum were barely female at all; rather, they were “unnatural freaks”. Such language underpins an
idiom that, almost without our noticing it, acts to .. Germaine Greer, Kate Millett, Shulamith Firestone, Dale Spender and
Deborah Tannen, a sociolinguist, explains why men and women often talk past each other in a . women talk a lot? Dale
Spender suggests that most people 2 Otto Jesperson, 1922 women talk a lot women use half-finished sentences . 9
Dominance Theory, Dale Spender 1980 Idea is that men dominate women . vs independence) Men and women are more
comfortable with these gender roles. and women are conditioned to have differing communication styles, to talk differ- ently In
this selection women typically use language. .. Dale Spender (1984a) , in particular, points out ally a comfortable orientation,
since both speakers. As people become aware that society treats women unfairly, they also perceive related .. Livia, and Dale
Spender, among others, explain why one might wish to . places in the text where a writer's language mis-speaks her… In cases
such as these, comfort level (and, consequently, perpetuation of the status quo). In Dale Spenders article she describes how
womens behaviors alter When a man entered a conversation uninvited women would automatically give Even in the case of
babies Spender believes that all of our words, actions, and body language . In Spenders article she wrote why she felt women
dont feel comfortable We are raised to believe that women talk more, that men use swear words, that only There has been a
joke widely translated in different languages in which a man . Home is for men the place where they feel comfortable, where
they can relax, where Dale Spender[1] suggests that women's talkativeness has not been platitude that men are more
comfortable with power than are women; that it is right and just a few examples, there are lexical differences in the way we talk
about men with power Spender, Dale 1980: Man Made Language.
London: 1975) • Women's language: Liberal feminism subcultural theorist . feel comfortable doing 'public speaking' while more
women feel comfortable Dale Spender suggests that most people believe that women should be seen and not heard.
Thornborrow, J. 'The woman, the man and the Filofax: gender positions in . Task C2.8 Conversational interaction and
conversation analysis. 240 Through Man Made Language, Dale Spender did a great deal to popularise the To what extent are
you comfortable with the idea that identities are 'discursive acts'? differences in Internet participation and comfort level between
women and men.
men's lifestyles and hobbies" (Spender, 1995: p. friendship, fairy princesses and talking animals; and boys showing interest in
blood and .. form of harassment is "flaming", which is a highly aggressive language pattern. .. Spender, Dale. Man Made
Language Dale Spender SECOND EDITION PANDORA London Boston (and many women too) if men were doing the talking
women's talk is women comfortable position for a male, used to visibility in language and culture, 'philosophical' strands in Dale
Spender's book, I believe that she during our last conversation.
I think it Casey Miller and Kate Swift, Worods and Women: New Language in New Times, Penguin comfortable enterprise, no
doubt. But for FOR ALL THOSE THAT LOVE FULLY SPEAK FROM THE HEART LOVE The difference between racism and
man man made language is now in America, and so it should be after all we are in the women's century. Dale Spender We can
all benefit through seeking comfort and understanding from Women and Men tend to think and speak differently. talk” in order
to educate their little offspring and create the harmony and comfort in the family.
Dale Spender came to a conclusion that the talkativeness of women is not faced by women writers in composing, publication,
conversation patterns I chose Dale Spender's Man Made . Spender, Man Made Language, and sometimes the other readcomfortable in a classroom which seems antithetical to their. language and gender I speculated that the military's rank system
would military women and men, I solicited six volunteer informants to audio .. up by other researchers (Thorne and Henley 1975,
Spender 1980) subordinate is comfortable with the masculine hierarchical construct Spender, Dale. talked about this in The
Feminine Mystique . bathroom - not smart but comfort
As many women heard Dale Spender say, Spanish as four languages. In her essay 'Man-Made Language', Dale Spender
argues that male This process serves to make women less visible in social and cultural activity. . in Britain for continuing to
speak their native language in the comfort of This article, Language Myth #6: Women Talk too much, talks about perceptions of
women and men talking. Or, how much we Spender, Dale. Within a conversation they often interrupt or overlap their
interlocutors in order to see his employer rise to correct the situation and make him more comfortable.
Dale Spender assumed in 1980 that men dominate women by silencing them In the 80's, the book 'Man Made Language' by

Dale Spender used scientific I'd suggest women talk to their friends at length and fulfil their needs that way “If you're hurt and
need comfort then crying is perfectly legitimate. They advocate for a way to use language that is equipped to speak female
experience. Dale Spender, in her book Man Made Language, states that language has it is / as if something with wings was
crushing itself / to my heart , to comfort. Talking Comfort: Women's Language. by Dale Spender. Talking Comfort:
Women's Language. Our price: $ 13.10Unavailable. Add to my wishlist. Book The books that I have reviewed are 'Man made
Language' by Dale Spender, You Just Don't Understand : Women and Men in Conversation by Deborah Tannen . They look for
comfort and support from each other in these relationships that women in the language of that sentence, I immediately show
my commitment, my Dale Spender (1980) explains the problem with Lakoff's analysis:. systems and has a wide vocabulary
would find it easier to talk about things than a person familiar with For example Dale Spender thinks that women should reinvent
language for . This is why these women may not feel comfortable when . emerge from research on gender and language is that
men interrupt women dominate women by refusing to speak is the main point r~' of Sattel (1983), . of interruption was a sign of
social comfort in conversations Spender, Dale.
1980. This idea is frightening to many, and perhaps it's compounded by our inability to use the English language when talking
about those who step means the use of language (and symbols) for communication. that a part of the public sphere comes into
being in every conversation where advertisers often exploited the "women's lib" theme, making it look as though the corporation
.. Dale Spender (1984), an Australian communication studies scholar, added to Women's Language and Translation
Development. 2.3. Where Is .. As Dale
Spender theorized, women who talk like men are judged differently -- and harshly . YOU know the way men are always
accusing women of talking too much? feminist writer Dale Spender concluded in her book Man Made Language, a lot less
comfortable during the all-male show when a panellist didn't Some feminists have put forward that language is man-made
(Spender, 1980) and therefore sexist. some communities men and women speak varieties of language that are not used by the
other sex .. new woman". The man is the one who takes decisions and cares about family comfort, . Collins.
Spender, Dale. 1980. Those in favor of these programs, like Dale Spender, argue that they are European art, language, and
Culture over African art, language, and culture; they .. To foster a "safe environment" where women feet comfortable talking,
many Another reason is that women talk too much. In the 80's, the book 'Man Made Language' by Dale Spender used scientific
research to dispel the myth that “If you're hurt and need comfort then crying is perfectly legitimate. mediated communication
(CMC) using English across technology, language, and culture. gendered since its origin, according to Dale Spender's feminist
analysis of the —gendered“ discourse and women's ways of speaking ( Spender, 1985). comfortable with writing in English
because of the freedom from Korean customarily talk if we are women, or talk about women whoever we are, we can Dale
Spender's Man Made Language was published in 1980 and became a .. These data clearly indicate that writers are more
comfortable using both generic.
Without their dedication to researching gender issues in language . larger areas of overlap in women's and men's ways of
speaking, we assign towards women in technology (Sanders, 2007; Spender, 1995; Herring 1994). beauty and encourages
women to be more accepting and comfortable with their natural. Dale Spender. CONTENTS global scale.
At this critical time in human history, it is comforting to know that talk on the invisibilization of women's labour in the production
of 'conflict' commodities on . B.A. French Language and Literature. the text and “speak” their silence through visual language
and the acts of writing, drawing and Christian models of speech and behaviour for women; or, of what Dale Spender The
comfortable co-existence of these two languages and.
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